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PRY 302 Solid State Physics - I

M.Sc.
NORTH MAHARASHTRA UNIVERSITy,JALGAON1~
( SQlid state physics and Crystal growth)

,1

( W.e.f. from June,1993)
1> Formation ~ crystals: Crystal growth

growth, Twining

tho

Periods
in

growth, Theories ofVeloel ty of growth, Mechanism of ,
Growth twins, Deformation t~in5, Transformation twins, Growth,
solid state, Recrystallization, Martensite transformation .... a
2> Transformation 1n crystals

Elements oL thermQdYDamlQ5~ Introduction: Free energy calculation.

Bgullibriym traDsformatt 005- 1st and lInd order :transforrnatioDS,
complex structures.".•order-dispoaer transitioos,

'tE9Ylllibrium diagram::l~ The

Transformations in

phase rule, Solid •50IutioDa, Complex

diagram$, Kinetics of transformations, ... d Periods

3> Mechanical properties ~ crystals;

Classification of properties, Properties of engineering importances,,
Anisotrophy in crystals, Preferred orientation in polycrystalline

deformation, Single crystal,! polycrystallineaggregates, Elastic

aggregates,

deformation

Plastic deformation, Slip in angle

fracture,

•crystals,
i
';

MechanicS of

.. ,a Periods

(-
4> Imperfections ifi atomic paqklPFS
Types of imperfections, Discovery of imperfections, classification of,
imperfections, Point defects, Frankel defeots, Disordered crystals,Line

defects, Large angle boundries, Small angle boundries,Stacking faults .
... a Periods

5> Shear strength ~ single crystals
Slip, Dislocations, Burgers vectors, stress field of dislocations, Low
angle green boundries, dislocation densities, dislocaticn,
multiplication and slip, dislocations and crystal growth, Whiskers .

. . .1 Periods



•

6> X_ray. electron and Neutron dlffraction in crystals
"mission of X-rays, absorption of X-rays,The geometry of diffraction,

The intensity of the diffractedbeam, X-ray diffraction methods,The uses
of X-ray diffraction techniques,Electronic diffraction neutron
diffraction, Zeoli ties. . .. ~ Periods

REFERENCES :
1. Introduction to solids

2. Solid state physios
3. Introduction to solid state physics
4. The physics of Engineering solids
5.Dislocation

L. V.Asaroff

A.J.Dekker

C.Kittle

T.S.Hutchison,D.C.Baird
Hull

6. X-raydiffractionprocedures (Acode.Press)
**********~#########**********

-------- - - -



5) Vibrational Spectra :

Vibrations of a single particle, vibrations of two particles
connected by a Sp.L'ing(classical), Ha.(;nonicoscillator, vibratiollal
energies of diatomic molecule~, interaction of radiation with
vibrating molecules, vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules,
anharmonic o~cillator, deduction of ~olecular 'properties from
vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules.

6> Rotation-Yib~a~~ Snc~ :
( ~ Periods, a ~ )

,
Diatomic vibratillg rotator coupling of rotation I and vibration,

"rotation-vibration spectra, selection rules and transitions for the
,vibrating rotator, intensities in rotation and vibration spectrum,

Pa.L.alleland perpendicular bands of Linear molecules ,Isotope effect-
vibration, rotation.

7> Electronic Spectre ~ Diatomic ~cule5 :
( ~ Periods, a mkA )

Electronic energy, potential energy curves, stable and unstable
,

molecular states, vibrational structure of electronic transitions,
general formula,graphical represent~tion,isotope effect, rot~tional
structure of electronic spectra, th~ branches of band, band head
formation, shading of ~ands; Fortrat diagram, i~otope effect,
intensities in electronic bands-vibrational st~ucture-Fanck ccndon
principle, obsorption and emission, Intensity
rotational structure,1. ~ _i~transition.

distribution in the

REEF:PEjiCRS :

1. Atomic Spectra - White

( L Periods. lZ ~ )
Ii
,

( E2L topics ~ tQ ~ )
2. Introduction to Mclecular Spectroscopy

Mc Grow Hill, International Edition
( Esu:.topic:;:;.4..tQ. 6.),

3. Spectra of diatomic molecules
( EQ..r.topic L )

4. Atomic st~ucture and chemical bond
Mc Graw Hill

C.M.Barrow.,

- Hersberg

- Manas Chanda

. - -'.~" •••>.~-
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~ORTH MAHARASHTr-A UNIVERSITY,JhLGAON
11.50. (PHYSICS) PTf 30"1

( W.e.f. from June, 1993)

1> lim model fw:.:tR2.valence electrons ,

11 coupling, 55 coupling, LS coupling, Pauli exclusion principle,

coupling gcheme~ for two electrons, factors for LS coupling, Lande

interval rule, jj coupling branching rule, selection rule, intensity
relations. Magnetic moment of the atom, Zeeman effect, intensity rules,
calculation of Zeeman pattern, Paschen back effect LS and jj

coupling and Paschen back effect, Breits scheme for derivation of

spectral terms, Faulis exclusion principle. (~ Periods. La ~ )
2> ~ spe •..tr,a

\... Displac<:ment lao;, al teratioll law of lOultlplici ties, vector model f~r

three more valence electrons, Lande interval rule, inverted terms,
Hund's rule.

Zeeman effect and magnetic quan~um numbers in complex spectra

magnetic energy and Lande g f"c'V(lr,rasc]len back effect in complex
5pectrt'l.

3> Hyperflne structure'
( R Perioe;;, 1.2. lIlb )

Introduction, hyperfine structure and Lande interval rule, nuclear

interaction with one valence electron, hyperfine struction of two or

more vt'llenceelectrons, Zeeman effect in hyperfine structure, Back
Goudsmit effect in hyperfine structure,

4> ~ Rotatl CAlSpectra :
( .Go Period" , W. mks. )

Rotation of a linear system (cla5sical and quantum mechanical) ,rigid

rotator, rotational energy levels and their populations, interaction

of radiation with rotating molecules, rotational spectra of rigid

rotators, selection rules for linear molecules, determillation of

moment of inertia and bond length from rotational spectra, relative

intensities of spectral lines, StarL effect in molecular rotational
spectra, molecular rotation-nuclear srin ooupling.

( 1 Periods, 1.2.&ka )
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~ ~ 2f ~ following ( GQutse rHY ~ ) ;_
Crystal growth and their cll1'racterizatioDPllY 403 A

PllY 403 B

PHY 403 C

PHY 404

PHY 405

Microprocessor

Num~rical methods and Computer

Special Laboratory - II
Project

Programming
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NORTH MAHARASHTRA UNIVERSITY,JALGAON
M.Sc. ( "PI,IP STATE PHYSICS)

SelDflster-dse distrlblJtjonPQ..fCOllrcN'i::.(W,e,!, June,19a3l
,

.aam.....: I

PHY 101
PH< '.2
PIlY 10'
PH< 104
PllY '.5
~;- II

PHY 201
PHY 2.2

• PHY 203
PHY 204
PHY 205
.6e.m.... :- III

PHY 301
PlIY 302

M~thod5 of Mathematical Physics
Quantum Mecllanic.!l
Classical Mechanics
Electronics ( Wave-shaping and Circuit design )
General Laboratory - I

•
Statistical Mechanics
Solid State Phy,,!ics
Electrodynamics
Digital Electronics
General Laboratory - II

Atomic aod Molecular Physic.!!
Solid state physics _ I

.6.J:lr.Q.Im 2.t .tU following ( COYrse fHY m )
PHY 303 A

PHY 303 B

PllY30' C

PHY 304
PH< 305
Ilo1& "for

to
.6e.m.... :- IV
PIIY 401
PHY 402

Physics of Semiconductor Devices
Microwave EI~ctronics
Vacuum tech. and thin film physics
Special Laboratory - I
Project

end of the Illrd Sem. aSsessment of PRY
the first half (out of 20 marks)
the University office.

Nuclear Physics
Solid state physics - 11

305
must

Project Course
be submitted



NORTH HAHARASHTRA UNIVERSITY, JALGAON
fl, Sc. (Physics) PHY404

Li",t of exL'eriments ( W.e.f" from June, 1993)

Special Lab - ill. Hici"oProM3oS..Q..l.:,moJ. Computer Programming l

GrollP A -'- Mlcroproce550r

i>
11>

iii>

,.,.,
.,,

\,.
vii>

viii>

ix>

"

Read two digit, hexadecimal llluober tl)rough keyboard and convert it
into binary form"
Bead string thl"Ough keyboard Which is tel"minated by any ",pecified
character and reverse the string.
Write a program for fOUL"digit hexadecimal CO\lllter. The counting
sllQuld stop and resume by pressing any key,
Temperature measurement by using ADC"
Read data through thumbwheel switches and display it on moniter
and 7-segment display.
Write a program for controlling relay ",witche"" provide delay of
olle second.
Average the given set lor data and displa~" the result in decimal
form.
Microprocessor controlling function generator ( Square, Traingular
and Ramp )
Steeper mot"'r speed ccontrol \lsing micropl"l'cessor.
Interfacing of eight bit ADCwith microprocessor.

Group Ii -'- Compllter programminl{ i FORTRANIT 1

calculate sine/cosine
compare ;,-ith Library

SimpsonTrapezoidal or

i' To solve a third order equation using one of following method.
a> Successive appreximation
b> Newton Raph50n method
C) Falsi posi tion method

ii> To integrate the given function by using
rule.

iii> Interpolation using Lagranges interpolation formula.
(Fitting fOUI"th order formula)

iv> To find the SOllltioll of simultaneous linear equations by using
Gauss elimination method or Gauss seidal method.

v> To solve second order differential equation by using olle of the
follo;,-ing method"

a> Euler's method
b> Euler.s modifide method
c, Runge-Kutta method

vi> Draw a flow chart and lirite a progralDJlleto
function by using T"yler" 5 series and
function,

vii> Find the inverse of matrix using Jacobi method.



-

EEFERENCES .i..

1> Solar energy thermal processes - J.A.Duffie'alld W.A.Beckman

(Wiley Intel'science Publication, 1974)

2> Solar Energy Conversion. ,,
(An Introductory course) II

"Editors;-
A.E. Dixon and J.D. Leslie

(Pergaman pre$3)

,

:~

3> Solar energy ( Principles of thermal collection and storage)
S.P. 5ukhatme

4> Sun power
( T M H , New DellJ! )

J .C. Mveigh

( Pergaman press. 1983 )

5> Solar energy engineering

A.A.H. Sayigh
( Academic press, 1977 )

6> Principles of solar engineering

" ,r.,,
F. Kreith and J.E. Kreider

( McGrawHill. 1978 )

-----,~,~--- ,
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NORTH MAHARASHTRA UNIVERSITY, JALGAON

M.Sc. (Physics) ( W.e.f. from June, 1993)

PHY 403 C Solar Energy

1> Importance of solar energy, World's production and reserves of

commercial energy sources, India's production and reserves,

energy alternatives.

2> Nature of solar radiation, sun as a fusion reactor, spectral

distribution of solal' radiation, seasonal variatiou in the solar

radiation, measurement of global and diffuse 50lal' radiation,

VariO\l5 routes for converting solar energy into differellt forms,
3> Solar tbermaJ deylces ~

Basic principles, different types of solar collectors, energy

balance equation, heat-losses and effioiency of the solar

collector, Solar cooker, domestic hot water systems, Industrial

hot water system, solar dryers solar pond, solar distillation

solar furnace, solar refrigeration, solar power generation.
4> Ela.t plate coll ectors ~

Theory of flat plate cQllector5, energy balance equation,

evaluation of heat 105ses and efficiency of solar collectors.
5> Selective coating ~ solar thermal devices ~

Ideal characteristics of selective coating, different types of

selective coating, material and techniques for making selective

absorbers. effect of selective coating on the efficiency of
solar thermal collectors.

6> 50a1r collectors ~

Foint focus, line focus, soalr concentrators, cylindrical,
paraboloid, compound paraboloid type solar concentrators,
Fresnel lens, Theory of solar concentrators "nd their
efficiency, Applications of solar concentrators,

7> Storage Q! solar energy ~

Thermal storage, Electrical storage, Chemical storage, Hydro
storage.



~ORTH MAHARASTRA UNIVERSITY, JALGAON

M.Sc(PHYSICS) (W.e.f. from June, 1993)

PRY 403 B

vaccym Technology and Ihin E1lm PhY31cs

1. Various ranges of vaccum, conductance,impodance,5peed,pump-down time

and thin l'elation'!. i 2.perlod3)

2. Pumps and Gauge'! for H.V, and U.H.V. , Rotary Diffisuion, Getter

pumps, Evapouration, sputtenation Molecular drug,Cryogonic and orgitron
pump. i 6.period::!\

3. Method of producing thin films' Different methods chemicals CVD,

Vaccum evaporation and sputtering. Parameters governing thin filmS

different types of sources, Working of Hig-vaccume systems. Theory of

Cosine law of omission.

4. Thickness measurenments' Optical interferences techniques, Multiple

beam interforometn', Tolcksky technique ,Gravimatric method.

i ~period5)

5. Monitoring of film thickness' Quarts crystal monitor, optiical

thickne5::!monitor. i a period3l

6. Nucleation' Thermal accomodation coefficients, capilarity model,

sperical cap and disc. Atimatic model and Comparison, varios states of
growth.

7. Mechanical properties'Adhesion and its measuremets with various

methods, stress measurements with various methods. Ii periodsl

8. Electrical properties:- Boltzman equation, Fuch-Sondhemir theory,

TCa and its variation, Resustance variation of very thin films, Hall

effect. .L .5- periods)

9. Optical properties, Feflaction,Refraction,Fresnels coeffioients,
Complex refractive index, Ellipsometry Reflecting and antireflecting

films, L 5.period31

REFERENCE BOOK,_

1. Hand Book of Thin film technology

2. Vaccum Deposition of Thin Films
Maissel and GIang.

L. Holand.

I
•
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NOTRH MAHARASHTRA UNIVHRSITY,JALGAON
M.Se. (PHYSICS) PRY 403 CAe)"
Radio commqnication and L.Y...

( W.e.£. from June, 1993)

1) Modulat1oun and transmilters
Theory of amplitude, frequency and pha~e modulation, AM and FM
modulation system, vestigial side band filters and modulation pulse

modulation, block diagram of transmitter and its function. T.V.scanning
synchrQni~ation of pulses. vision signal mixing composite video
signal,T.V.camera tubes, vidiocon image orthiccn,m plubiCon, use of

frequency multipliers and duplixer, ness.tive polavity in T.V.
transmission, information content capacity
2> Detectipn and Reception
Demodulation of FM,Block diagram of T.V. recevier, tuner and mixer

stage, IF amplifier, detection and video amplifier, sunc pulse

seperation deflection-circuits.
3) PropagatIon;
Nomenclature of llPper atomspllere, ionorphere grounds and space wave
propagation,troPo$pheric and ionospheric propagation, effect of
ertth's curvature ,fading, duct propagations, reflection in ionosphere,

MOP, critical frequellcies of differell layers.
4) Antenna :
Characteristics of antenna system, wire aerials, arrays, Yagi with
design,Rhobatic aerial, loop aerials pattern multiplication.
5> T V,Communication Sy"tem :
Micowave links, satellite communication.
REFERENCES;
1. Electronics{ fundamentals and applications)

*" 4 th Edition *"
2. Antenna Engineering
3. Basic Television
4. Basic Television
5. Antennas
6. Electronics snd Radio Engineering

- Ryder

Krai5s
Anil maini
Grob

Prasad
Terman



7> Inturr"pts ,

Need of Inturrup't_s;st\ldy c,fhardware and s~'ftware Intun'upts, study
of Inturrups cOlltl.oller(Ie 825B) ( 2.!,ectureg)
8> Introduction to 8086, 80386 and 80286 in brief ( 2..::.Lectures)

"
RKfR'RR'MCI\S , I

II1) Microprocessol' Fundamentals ( Schaum-s series)

- Roger L. Kokhein ( M.G.H.)
"2) Introdtlction to Microprocesser Softwar, hardware, programmillg by

- L.A.Leventhal ( H.G.H.)
3) 8080/8085 Assembly language programming

- L.A.Leventhal ( M.G.H.)
4) Microprocessor Architecture .Programming and application

Ramesh Goankar ( Wl\'LBombay.)
5) MC5 85 Users manual Inter Corp. USA.
6) Introduction to microprocesser 9

~ A.PMathur (TMG)
7) Introduction to micoljprocessor

Adam Osborn (MGH)
8) Data manual for Microprocessor family Intel Corpusa
9) Introduction to micorprocessor Khambate
10) Microprocessor and its applications B.Ram

'--::---'

,
,

,,
~

I
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( Z.Lecture5)

NORTH MAHARASHTRA UNIVERSITY,JALGAON
M.Sc. ( PHYSICS ) PHY 4~2

MicroprocessQr

,Le.f. froID June, 1993)

1> Introducti OD to.Microcomputor :

Memories, MicroprOcessor (C.P.a.), 1/0 devices,
2> Memory deVices :

A) Biportar, Unipolar memeries, Random access memory ( RAM) Read only
momory ( ROM,PROM,EPROM.)

B) St.udy ofmemory chips; 2174,2716 ( £. Lectyre3)
3> Architecture 2t ~ :

Detail block diagram ~it.h pin configuration
4> Instruction ~ o.f.~

A) i) Instruction types

ii) Classification of instruction
iii) Addressing modes

iv) Instruction set of 8085.

B) Programming- simple programs use of subroutine
5> Interfacing memgry and lLQ deyices :
Introductign

( a Lecty res)

( 1.2.Lectyre3)

Interrupt

( ~ Lectyrf!3)

i) Address space partitioning, address deceding
ii) MOIDory Interfacing

iii) Lata transfer schemes .

a) Programmed date transfer,

Synchronous transfer, AsynchrOlloces transfer,
driven data transfer, Intrurrupts in 8085.

Q) Direct memory access data transfer: DMA transfer in an 8085
bassed system

6> Study ci interfacing device:'!:

i) Programmatice peripheral interface ( Ie 8255)

ii) Programmable interval timer ( Ie 8253) with programming.

iii) Keyboard cntroller and display ccntroller ( IC 8279)

( 1.Lecture,,)



5> Elementary Partieals ,

•

Classification on the basis of type of interaction ,quantum numbers,

Isospin,strangeness,parity,Decay of eleroentry particles, Conservation
,

laws and symroentry properties of elementry particles, Quark roodel.

( .5-'Periods, 1-"- !lib. )

6> Cosmic ~ :

"Origin of cosroic Rays, primary and secondary radiations,cosroic ray

showers, Geomagnetic effects ,absorption of cosmic rays.
( i Periods, a ~ )

REFERENCES

1) Atomic Nucleus
2) Nuclear Physics
3) An Introduction to Nuclear Physics
4) Concepts of Nuclear Physics

5) Basic Nuclear Physics
6) Introduction to Nuclear Physics
7) Introduction to Nuclear Physics

8) Elements of Nuclear Physics

9) Nuclear Physics

10) Nuclear Physics

R.D.Evans.
D.G.Tayal.

Ehide,Joshi,
B.L.Cohen.
B.N.Srivastava.

Herald Enge.

David Halliday.
j:

M.L.Pandya and Yadav.

Irving Kaplan.

Alex E.S.Green.

9

********#########**********

,i
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NORTH MAHARASHTRI UNIVERSITY, JALGAON
M.Sc. (PHYSICS) PRY 4.01

Nyc] ear Physics

( W.e,f. from June, 1993)

1> Nuclear Structure:

Nuclear masses and binding energies,Dafination of seperation energy,
Basic principles of mass spectroscopy, Neir's and Robert's mass
spectroscopes, Bainbridge's and Jordon's mass spectroscopes.
Si~e of the nucleus, determination of radius by electron scattering
method and by Coloumb energy difference method.

Nucleaur angular momentum and magnetic dipole moments, Electric
quadrupole moment (classical derivation only),Quadrupole interaction
energy. ( li!. Period!!, M • )

2> I..Wt H!.\c.1&?...:.:T.a2 -Body Problem

The Deuteron, ground state of the deuteron (Simple theory).
Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering: Phase shift analysis, scattering length,
effective range,Coherent scattering by hydrogen molecule (Ortho and
para hydrogen) BOl:n approximation, ( .l.a Period9, .aa ~ )

3> Nuclear Reactor9 :

Brief revision of fission chain reation, General reactor design,
Nuclear reactor types, research reactor (Heterogeneous) Power reactor
( Fast breeder reactor ), reactors in India ( Apsara,Cirus,Purnima )

( ~ Periods, lZ ~ )
4> Nuclear PBrtlcle Accelarator9 ,

The Principle of phase stability, synchro-cyclotron, Microtron,
electron-synchrotron or Bevatron, ( ~ Periods, .l.a Mka. )

--,,",



NORTH MAHARASHTRA ONIVERSITY, JALGAON
M.Sc. (Physics) PRY3.04

List of experiment5 ( W.e.f from June, 1993)

Special Lab.- I

J:kl..t& 1..=.A.t.. leagt SIX experiments ~ ~ groyp

Groyp A'

i) Wavesllaping circuits.
11) Instrumentation amplifier.

iii) PAM, PWM, PPM U!:Iing IC - 555.
iv) 5 MP S of 5 Volt and 1 Amp.

v) Inductance Simulation.
\.iJ Phase detection u:'ling PLL.
vii) Optocoupler using IC -741,LED and Phototransistor.

viii) DCto DCConverter,
ix) Programmable UJT Oscillator.
x) Study of filters. ( band reject and Notch filter)
xi) To study the performance of microvave components.
xii) To study horn antenna characteristics.
xiii) Susceptibility of MnSO-4by using Guoy's method.
xiv) To study Fraunhoffer diffraction by He-Ne laser.
xv) To determine the pumping speed of rotary pUmp.
xvi) Study of phase diagrams by direct cooling curves.
xvii) Study of dielectric behaviour of BaTiO-3 sample,

Group n,
i) Shift register IC - 7495.

ii) UP/DOWNcOtmter IC - 74192.
iii) Digital multiplexing ( F-1 and F-2 gellerated by timer lC-555.)
iv) Conversion of temperature to digital signal using temperature

transducer (AD580) and 8-bit ADC,
v) Half and Full substractol'.
vi) 1 , HI line multiplexing.
vii) Study of J-K roaster slave flip-flop,
viii) Design, build and test a code COnVal.ter circuit.
ix) To study tlle parity ",eneratioll (odd and even) and parity

checking using proper circuit.
x) To study core-loss in transformer,
xi) To study Klystron characteristics.
xii) Thin film deposition by evaporation method,
xiii) Mea3urement of tllickness of thin film.

t' xiv) lltudy of power distribution vi thin laser beam and determine
.••. the laser beam quality.

xv) Study of flat-plate collector,
xvi) Measurements of Ultrasonic velocity in liquids.
xvii) Study of the dillpersion relation for the monoatomic lattice

and diatomic lattice,



NORTH MAHARASHTRA UNIVERSITY, JALGAON
M.Sc(PHYSICS)

PHY 303 C ( \'i.e.f.from ,Tune, 1993)
~ ~ Their Application

1. Charecteristics of Las~r light. Light waves, monochromaticity,
Directionality, Brightness, Interference, the laser speekly pattern,
Coherence, polarization .

.2... E.all<;;: Laser P";nclple .;.The Active medium, the automatic basi5 fpr
la5er action Laser pumping, creating a population inversion Optical
Feedback the Laser resonator.
3. The Laser output and its modification. Absorption and emission
lineshape,Brocadenning lasermodes Optical resonance, pump rate, gain
oscillations, power output ,gain saturation. Selection of laser
emission linesintracavity elements. Q-switching and mode locking.
L LMl,er el'OQsltlonlType .I2fLMCr)

Gas lasers, Doped-Insulator Lasers, Semiconductor lasers, Dye lasers,
extending the range. Design features and operating characteristics.
h Ap'2llcatloD Q.f I,ager,-(Brief review) Holography.
civil engineering, medicine and surgery, High power laser applioation A
power primer, material proce5sing , laser Fusion.

REFERENCE BOOKS;-
1. An Introduction to lasers and their applications D C 0 shea,

W-Bussell and W.T. Rhodes(1977) Addision-We~ley Pyble.Col.
2. Laser Application to optics and sepectroscopy. Vol. 1, Il,S.F.

Jaeo Bs. M. Sargent at. a1. (1973).
3. Laser Application- Ed. Monte Ross, Vol. III (1977).

By Academic press.



~-

Microwave transistors;Principle, operation microwave charecteristics,
current gain cutoff frequency, power gain

Varactor diode; Principle, opearation use of varector diode for
frequency multiplication.

microwave Tunnel diode. principle of operation, microwave field effect

charactoristics,drain current out off frequency.

Transistors. FETS,JFSTS,MESFETS principle of operation microwave

Ii Ii period, l.2. mark:j)

aEFER~NQR BOKKS,

1. Foundation of microwave engineering Collin R. E.
2. Intl'oduction to miorowaves Atwater
3. Introduction to microwave

4. Microwave semiconductor devices
and their circuit application.

Wheeler

Watson

Ii
" ,

9

Jorden

K.C.Gupta.

5. Microwave circuits and elements

6. Electromagnetic fields and waves
7. Microwave

M.L.Sisodia I~,
,
:I,

8. Electronic communication •Sangeeva Gupta,
::

<)

II,
I.
Ii
",.,

;
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",I

I
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NORTH MAHARASTRA UNIVERSITY , JALGAON

M.Sc(PHYSIGS (W.e.f. from June, 1993)

mY 'Jf!.J. B.

MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS
1.... ELECTROMAGNETIC FILED Alill JiM'.E EQUATIONS,

Intruduction to microwave freqencies. Coparison betweeen Radio
and microwave frequency aS~Bcts.Electron motion in electric, magnetic

and electromagnetic field. Electric and magnetic wave equations.

Uniform plane wave. Plane wave propogation in free space poor conductor
good conductor.Boundry conditions. Plan wave reflection normal incidence
only. Pointing theorem. L ~ periods, ~ Marks)

2.... MICROWAYB TRANSMISSION I.d.IiE. A.IUl WAVEGUIDE;

TransmiSsion line equation and their solution-open and terminated
transmiSsion lines. Line impedences. Line admittance. reflaction
coefficient, transmiasion coeficient.Standing wave ratio. Smith
chart. Single stub matching double stube matching.

Wave dUides;-Rectangular,circular,Rectangular waveguides solutions of
wave equation in rectangular co-ordinates IE and TM modea in
rectangular waveguide po~er transmission. Power losses and excitation
modea in rectangular waveguid. L ~ periods, ~ marks)

3 MICROWAVE COMPONENTS:

Rectangular cavi ty reaonator circular cavity resonator of cavity

re~ollator re-ontract caities, E-flame (Series tee) H~plane (Shunt fee),

•.•.magic tee (Hubrid tee) wave gUide cornera bends and twiats Direectional

conplers, two llole difectional couplers, Mocrollave circulars i:solatora.
Hybrid oouplers.

4 MICROWAVE GENERATORS;

Klyatrons, VelOcity modulstion, bumching procesa, output power and beam
loading efficienty of klyateren.

Reflax Klystron Veloci ty modulation. Power output efficienoy electonic
admittance.

Travelling wave Tube:Constructi"m ,.,n•••.~~.n~



7) PaRer SemicoDdoctor Deyices , ,,,
Genel'al considerations Thyrist.el's family SCR,diac,Triac,power

t.rallsist.ors,

REFERENCES ,
,-I,

1. Solid state Electronic devices

( Prentice Hall of India) a xd EditiQn.

2. Semiconductors and Electronic devices

( Prentice Hall of India) Z tidEdition

:3.Introduction to Semiconductor devices

4. Pbysics of Semiconductor devices

( Wyley Eastern, Ltd.)

( ~ Periods ~ la mkA )

I:

,div Bar Lov
Ii

- Lindmyor & Wringtey
,.

- S.M.Sze
,I
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NOTRH MAHARASHTRA UNIVERSITY,JALGAON
M. So. t PHYSICS ) PRY 312'3 A

Physics QL Semicondyctor Deylces

(W.e.f. from June, 1993)

1) Introducti on :t& 5emiCQndlltors :

Types of semiconductors-Elemental compounds, properties of

Silicon,Germanium and GaliuID arsenide Semiuconductors, Direct indirect
semiconductors, charge carriers Mobility and Majority carriers. Excess
carriers and life time, Diffusion of carriers and Kisteins relation
Intrinsic somiconductors and position of Fermi level, degenerate and

non degemerate semiconductors carrier concentration in non degenerate
and degenerate cases,current transport internal fielded to non uniform

2> Mea:mrement 2f. 5]BetTi cal Parameter:; Q.!. Semi condllctors ;
Resistivity (I?Ol~r Probe method ) Mobility, carrier-ooncentration,
carried types, by Hall effct Hayne-Shockly experiment for measurement-
doping.

of mobility of minority carries.
3> Semiconductor Diodes

( lit Perioda, :w mG. )

( .6.Period~. l2. llID. )

Tunnel diode, degenerate ~emi -conductor, principle of

operations, circui t applicatiolls.
Varactors diode, capacitance of p- n junction, Princple of operation,
equivalent circuit application, rectifierdiodes dependance of current

and voltage specifications, switching diodes.
Zener diodes- reverse bias breakdown Avalenche and Zener breakdown,•'- device designfor particular breakdown voltage.'
4> Bipolar ,Junction Tra.n!lister:l;

( 1 Period!'!.1.4.W. )

Ebers Moll Expressions switching characteristics, transient and

A.C.conditions secondary.
5> Field Effect Trau!listor:;

( i Peri od:; , S. mAs. )

Metal semiconductor, FET metal In!'!ulator,semiconductor, Ideal MOS

capacitor, surface fieldeffect transistors.
6> ~ Electronic Deyices ;
Solar cells photodetectors

( .4.Periods, IIlIlG.)

( .4.Periods, IImkA )



NORTH MAHARASTRA UNIVERSITY, JALGAON
M.Sc(PHYSICS) ( W.e.f. from J\me, 1993)

PHY 31212

NUMERICAL METHQDS AllilCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING
i,COMPUTER PROGRAMMING;
A) FORTRAN-77; Charector aet Constants,Variables, Expressions
(Arithmatics, Relational and Logical ), Assignment statement3, Input
statement, output statement, control statements( GO TO, If, DO Loops}

i 1.2.perlQdsl
B) Subprogramme ; -FUNCTION, SUBROUTINE Subprogram, Common statemet
equlvalanlc 3tatemt.
2 NUMERICAL METHODS lR FQRTRAN:

i 1 perlod3 )

In the follo~ing topic on numerical methods,students are expected to be
able to write programs, subproKrsms or programS segments as well as

- perform numerical calculationll u3ing electronics calculators and
mathematical tables,

a)Inerative methods for solution of Algebric equation3-
Derivation of formula for successive Bisection, Newton Rapson method

b) Integration - Traperoidal, simpson 1/3, Simpson 3/8 Rules DErivation

Regula false and their comparison. i .6.periods)
,

and Applications.

c) Interpolation;-Linear interpolation, Langrages Interpolation.

,.",d) Solution of SimulataneOU3 equation
i .i period:,)

Guass Elimination method
pivoting all conditioned equations in Guass-Seidal Iterative method,

i 5. peri od!!)

REFEEENCE BOOK,

1.Programming ~lth FORTRAN - Lipsehutz (Seaum series,MC Graw Hill pub)
2. Computer Programming io FORTRAN-77 Davis,. Computer programming io FORTRAN-77 Ramkumar
•• Computer programming io FORTRAN-77 V. Rajaraman
5. Computer oriented numerical methos V. Rajaraman
6. Introductory methods of NUmericalAnalysis • 8.S. Sastry,



,

5> Yibratj onal Spectra ;

Vibrations of a single p.r'.,"ol', 1b t" f~ ~ v Ta lons 0 two particles

with
vibrational

radiationofmolecules, interaction

spring (classical), Harmonic oscillator,
diatomic

connected by a

energies of

vibrating molecules, vibrat1o,,-1 'p'ctr' f d1 t 1u ~ ~ ~ 0 a om c molecules,
anharmonic oscillator, deduction of molecular properties from
vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules. ( ~ Periods, a ~ )

6> RQjjatj on-Vi bratl on Spectra : I,

Diatomic vibrating rotator coupling of rotation "and vibration,

rotation-vibration spectra, selection rules and transitions for the

vibrating rotator, intensities in rotation and vibration spectrum,
Parallel and perpendicular bands of Linear molecules;I2otope effect-
vibration, rotation. ( Q Periods, ~ mkA )

7> El,_ciranie Spectra cl Diatomic Molecqles :

Electronic energy, potential energy curves, stable. and unstable

molecular states, vibrational structure of electronic transitions,

general formula, graphiCal representation, isotope effect, rotational

structure of electronic spectra, the branches of band, band head

formation, shading of bands: Fortrat diagram, isotope effect,

intensities in electronic bands-vibrational structure-Fanck condon

principle, obsorption and emission, Intensity distribution in the

rotational structure, 1. ~ _ i.::E transition.
( L Periods. 12 mka )

REFERENCES :

1. Atomic Spectra - J.lhi te •
I

2, Introduction to Molecular Spectroscopy C.M.Barrow.

Mc Graw Hill, International Edition

( ~ topics ~ tQ Q )

, lJ.

,
3, Spectra of diatomic molecules - Hersberg

( EJ:u:.topic L )

4. Atomic structure and chemical bond

Me Graw Hill

- Hanas Chanda
'I,

**********~~#####~#**********
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NORTH MAH~RASHTRA UNIVbRSITY,JALGAON
M.Sc. (PHYSICS) PHY 301

Atomic and. Molecular Phys1cs

( W.e.f. from June, 1993)

1> ~~ model ~ tRQ valence electrons :
11 coupling, 53 coupling, LS coupling, Pauli exclusion principle,

coupling schemes for two electrons, factors for LS coupling, Lande
interval rule, jj coupling branching rule, selection rule, intensity

relations. Magnetic moment of the atom, Zeeman effect, intensity rules,
calculation of Zeeman pattern, Pasohen back effect L5 and jj

coupling and Paschen back effect, Breits schemefor derivation of

spectral terms, Faulis exclusion principle. {~ Periods, La ~ }
2> CoronIax spe~trn

~ Displacement law, alteration law of multiplicities, vector model for
three more valence elect~ons, Lande interval rule, inverted term$,
Hund's rule.

Zeeman effect and magnetic quantum numbers in complex spectra
magnetic ellergy and Lande g facUl.!",Paschen back effect in complex
spectra.

( .a Periods, II !Db. )

Introduction, hyperfine structure and Lande interval rule, nuclear
int.eraction with one valence electron, hyperfine struction of tli'Oor
more valence electrons, Zeeman effect in hyperfine structure, Back
Goudsmit effect in hyperfine ~tructure.

4> ~ Rotation Sp~ctra :
( f!. Periods, u: mU )

Rotation of a linear system (classical and quantum mechanical) ,rigid
rotator, rotational energy levels and their populations, interaction
of radiation with rotating molecules, rotational spectra of rigid
rotators, selection rules for linear molecules, determination of
m~ment of inertia and bond length from rotational SPectra, relative
intensities of spectral lines, Stark effect in molecular rotational
SPectra, molecular rotation-nuclear spin coupling.

( 1. Period!!:, 12..)



1 NORTH MAHARASHTRA ONIVERSITY,JALGAON
11.Se. ( PHYSICS )

Seme:okr-HiM di:3tr.lbntJ..QJl cl Couree:!
•

(Ii.e,f. June 19931

~ I

PHY 101

PHY 102

PRY 103

PHY I.'
PHY '.5
.fu:m.... ; ~ II

PHY 201
PHY 2.2
PHY 2.3
PHY 2••

- PHY 2.5 •
5em... : - II I

PRY 3131

PRY 302

MetllOd::lof Mathematical Physic:!

Quan~um r.echanics
Classical Mechanics
Electronics f Wave-s~aping and Circuit design )

GenBr~l Lob~rat0ry - T

Solid State Pbyslcs
Electrodynaldcs,.

Digli1iill !nect~'onic5

General Laboratory - II

Atomic and Molecular Physics
Numarical methods and Computer Programming

PRY 303 A

PRY 3133 B

PEY 3.03 C

PRY 304

PRY 3.05

Physics of Semiconductor Device5
Microwave Electronlc5
Lazel'S and tl1eir applications

Special Laboratory - I
Project

lio.k At end of the rIlrd Sem. assessment of PHY305 Project Course
for the first half (out of 20 marks) must be submitted
to the University office.

amu.... ; - IV

PRY 401

PRY 402

Nuclear Physics
Microprocellsor

AD2..QUJ:.cl tbf.. fo] 1wing ( ~Qur:'lemY m )
PHY 403 A

PHY 403 B

PHY 403 C

PHY 404

PHY 405

Radio cQm~unication and T.V. system

Vacuum technology and thin film physics
Solar energy
Special Laboratory - II
Pl'oject
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NOTRH MAHARASHTRA UNIVERSITY,JALGAON
M.Se. ( PHYSICS) PHY 303 A

I(W.e.f. from June, 1993)

Physics cl Semiconductor Devices

1> Int,rod'lctiQD :l:<.C!. Semicoodlltorg :
I]

"',iTypes of semiconductors-Elementalcompounds, properties of
"Silicoo,Germanium and Galium arsenide Semiuconductors~ Direct indirect

"semiconductors, charge carriers Mobility and Majority carriers, Excess

carriers and life time, Diffusion of carriers aDd Eisteins relatioo
H

Intrinsic somiconductors and position of Fermi level, degenerate and
I'non degemerate semiconductors carrier concentration in nOn degenerate
;;

and degenerate cases,current transport internal fielded to non uniform
doping. ( la.Period::!. za lIlhs. ),
2> Measurement cl Electrical Parameters cl Semiconductors:,
Resistivity (Four Probe method ) Mobility, carrier-concentration,,
carried types, by Hall effct Hayne-Shockly experiment for measurement

of mobility of minority carries. ( Ii Periods. 12.mb. )

3> Semlcood"CtQr Diodes 1
,

Tunnel diode, degenerate semi~conductor, J principle of

operations, circuit applications. I
I

Varactor5 diode, capacitance of p- n junction, Princple of operation,

equivalent circuit application, rectifierdiodes dependance of current

and voltage specifications, switching diodes.

Zener diodes- reverse bias breakdown Avalenche
I'

and !J Zener., breakdown,

device designfor particular breakdown voltage.

4> Bipolar Junction Transisters ;

Ebers Moll Expressions switching 1\characteristics, transient and

A.C.conditions secondary. ( .i Periods, a. m..t.3.)
5> Field Effect Transistors

Metal semiconductor, FET metal Insulator, semiconductor, Ideal MOS

capacitor, surface fieldeffect transistors.
,,

( i Periods, a. mka )

6> ~ Electronic Deyices :

Solar cells photodetectors
,i

( .i Peri ods, .8. IIlk.a )



7> Eower Semicondoctor Deyices ,

General considerations Thyri",ters family SCR,diac,Triac,power

transistors.

REFERENCES :

1. Solid state Electronic devices
( Prentice Hall of India) a ~ Edition,

2, Semiconductors and Electronic devices
( Prentice Hall of India) 2..llliEdition.

3. Introduction to Semiconductor devices
4. Physics of Semiconductor devices

( Wyley Eagtern, Ltd. )

( liPerlod~ ~ ~ ~ )

- E.G.Streetman

- div Bar Lov

Lindmyor & Wringtey
S.M.S",e

**********##########*~********
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NORTH MAHARASTRA UNIVERSITY , JALGAON

"M.Sc(PHYSICS (I'l.e.£.from June, 1993)

L. ELECTROMAGNETIC FILED AliI!. iiAYE. EQUATIONS;

MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS

Intruduction

!j
•
II

to microwave £reqencies. Coparison betweeen Radio,,
microwave frequency aspects. Electron motion in electric, magneticond

and electromagnetic field. Electric and magnetic wave equations.
'.'Uniform plane wave. Plane wave propogation in free space poor conductor
"good conductor.Boundry conditions.Plan wave reflection normal incidence

only.Pointing theorem. 1... 1£!.pedod,I, 2£1.Markl'll 11

~ MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION LINE AND WAVEGUIDE: «.
Tran$mission line equation and their solution-open and terminated,
transmission lines. Line impedences. Line admittance. reflaction

11coefficient, transmission coeficient. Standing wave ratio. Slidth

'Ifchart. Single stub matclling double stube matching. .

Wave duides: -Rectallgular,circular, Rectangular waveguides solutions of

"wave equation in rectangular co-orrlinats5 TE and TM modes in
'1rectangular waveguide power transmission. Power losses and excitation
"modes in rectangula~ waveguid. i 1£!.periods, 2a markS)

3 MICROWAVE COMPONENTS: ~

Rectangular cavity resonator circular cavity resonator of cavity
Itresonator re-ontract caities. E-flame (Series tee) H-plane (Shunt fee),
"<..' magic tee (Hubrid tee) wave guide corners bends and twists Direectional
"couplers, two hole difectional couplers, Mocrowave circulars isolators.
"Hybrid couplers. 1... a peripd,,, 1.6.mark,,} i!

4 MICROWAVE GENBRATORS: il
Klystrons, Velocity modulation, bumching process, output power and beam

loading efficienty of kl.ysteren. IJ
Reflax Klystron Velocity modulation. Power output

:ldmittance.

Travelling wave Tube:Construction operation.

efficiency
II
,I

II
I!L

Ii
1\

"

electonic

Ii
,;...



5 5UII0IleJj'SVlie!j\Ll:omnduCClotoBeR.tatne••;_
Microwave transistors:Principle, operation microwave charecteristics,
current gain cutoff frequency, power gain
Varactor diode: Principle, opearation use of varector diode for
frequency multiplication.
microwave Tunnel diode. principle of operation, microwave field effect
Transifltors. FETS,JFSTS,MESFETS principle of operation microwave
charactoristics,drain current out off frequency.

L a peripd, lZ mark.,}

aEFERENCE BOKKS,

1. Foundation of microwave engineering
2. Introduction to microwavefl
3. Introduction to microwave
4. Microwave semiconductor devices

and their circuit application.
5. Microwave circuits and elements
6. Electromagnetic fields and waves
7. Microwave
8. Electronic communication

Collin R. E.
Atwater
Wheeler

Watson
M.L.Sisodia
Jorden
K.C.Gupta.
Sangeeva Gupta
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NORTH MAHARASTRA UNIVERSITY, JALGAON
M.Sc(PHYSICS) (W.e.f. from June, 1993)

PHY 303 eC)

vaCCllm Technology MSi Th1n.E1lm Physics

1. Various ranges of vaccum, conductance,impodance,speed,pump-down time
and thin relations.
2. Pumps and Gauges for H.V. and G.H.V.

L 2.periods)
"Rotary Diffisuion, Getter
••pumps,Evapouration, sputtenation Molecular drug,Cryogonic and orgitron,.

pump. L fi periods)
'I,

3. Method of producing thin films: Different methods chemicals CVD,
'I

Vaccum evaporation and sputtering. Parameters governing thin films,
different types of sources, Working of Hig-vaccume systems, Theory of

ilCosine law of 'omission, 'I
" i

4. Thickness measurenments: Optical interferences techniques, Multiple
beam interforometry, Tolcksky technique,Gravimatric method ..,

L fi peri Od:'ll

5. Monitoring of film thickness: Quarts crystal monitor, optiical
thickness monitor. L .a. periods)
6. Nucleation: Thermal acoomodation coefficients, capilarity model,

"sperical cap and disc. Atimatic model and Comparison,~varios states of
i'growth. L~
"7. Mechanical properties;Adhesion and its measuremets with various

methods, stress measurements with various methods. ~ periods)
8. Electrical propertiee:~ Boltzman equation, Fuch~Sondhemir theory,
TeR and its variation, Resustance variation of very:thin films, Hall

"effeot_ L .Q. periods 1
9. Optical properties, Reflaction,Refraction,Fresnele Qoefficients,,
Complex refractive index, Ellipsometry Reflecting and antireflecting
films, L .Q. period£!I

RBFERENCB BOOK:-

1. Hand Book of Thin film technology
2. Vaccum Deposition of Thin Films

Maissel
L_ Holand.

1,
and GIang.,

•



M.Sc.( Solid state physics)

NORTH MAHARASHTRA UNIVERSITY,JALGAON
.1

L.J..at.Q.f expet!wents PRY 304 :i,
SRL.. [,ab -1 ( W.e.f. From June, 1993)

,;( 15 Experiments 3 HOllre; dyration ~ ,
lr,
I'X-ray power photograph for a substance having crYstal
I:
(

X-rays ;

AnalYse an
lattice.

1> SC ,ii> Bee and iii> FCO and determine the (hkl) indices of
reflections recorded. Hence determine lattice constant and volume of
unit cell.

Micrmrnye ;

1> Study of different microwave components
(Slotted section probe. tunable crystal
-attenuator3, frequenCY meters. directional

,I
I,
I,

detector, Klystron tube,
couplers, circulators and

horn antenna.

2> Detection of relationship between frequency f, wavelength in free,space and wavelength in a wave guide by using a microwave bench.
3> Measurement of dielectric con3tant of various solids and liquids at
room temp"rature by using a microwave bench.
Crystal defect3 :

technique

temperatures

Ii,,

ionic conductivity of

Study of defects in calcite crystals by chemical etching
'Idislocation by using an optical microscope.
'Isolids at various

Magnet1c Resonance
(Alkali halide3), using two probe method.

and density of~'-..
"""'2> To study

,Study of eleotron spin resonanc" in combined static and r.f.magnetic
fields of a paramagnetic material. "Nyclear RadiatioD3

1> To determine "Plateau range", "Plateau slope" and "Variation in

!
2> To study ab30rption of beta rays in aluminium, measurement of range.

counts with distance" for a given G.M.Counter.



•

Alloya

1> To COllstrnct equl1briuro phase diagram of a series of Lead-Antimony

alloy ~Y5tem of varying compositioll and to measure the eutoctic
temperature by preparing Pb-Sb alloys.
2> To prepare a series of Nickel-Copper alloys and to mea3ure the curie
temperature of the alloys for different percentages of nickel content.
Thermo Grayimetric Analysis (TGAl ;

There gravimetric analysis (TGA) of NiSO .
4

Absgrptiqn Phenomenon ;

To study absorption in Zeolites.

6H0 crystals.
2
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NORTH MAHARASHTR~ UNIVERSITY, JALGAON
I1.Se, (PHYSICS) PEY 401

Ifucl.t>.a..r.Pbysi es

( W.e.f. from June, 1993) II
!

I!
Nuclear masses "'oct binding energi<l",De!ination of seperation energy,,
Basic principles of mass spectroscopy. Neir's and Robert's mass

1> NuclelU.: s..tx1ldure ,

spectro5COp~S, Baincridge's and Jordon's mass spectroscopes.

Size of the nucleus, detet";nlnation o.f radius by

method and by Coloumb energy difference method.

,,
electron
!J
~l

scattering

Nucleaur angular momentum and magnetic dipole moments, Electric
quadrupole moment (classical deriva~ion only),Quadrupole interaction
energ,' .

The Dcut,eron, ground state of the deuteron

( 1.e. Periods, 2"- lIlk:I. )

Ii
"(SimPle theory) .
••

Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering; Phase shift analysis ,scattering iength,
effective range,Coherent scattering by hydrogen molecule eOrtho'and
para hydrogen) Born appro~imatiQn.

3> ~clear Renctors :
( la Peri ods, all tIh..s. )

'.I,
Ii

Brief revision of fission chain reation, General reactor design,
IINuclear reactor types,research l"~actor (Heterogeneous) Power reaotor,

{ Fast breeder reactor }, reactors in India ( Apsara,Cirus,Purnima ),
( .e. PerIods. 12. tIh..s. )

Ii
The Principle of phase stability, synchro-cyclotron, Microtron,
electron-synchrotron or Bevatron. ( ~ Periods, la l1ka. )

j.,

I~
j
I,
I

il



--

•

5> Elementary Particals ;
Classification en the basis of type of interaction, quantum numbers,

Isospin,strangeneS5,parity,Decay of elementry particles. Conservation
laws and symmentry properties of elementry particles, Quark model.

( ~ Periods, ~ ~ 1

6> Cosmic lliu..:i :

Origin of cosmic Rays, primary and secondary radiations, cosmic ray

showers, Geomagnetic effects, absorption of cosmic rays.
( .i. Periods. a ~ )

REFERENCES
1) Atomic Nucleus

2) Nuclear PhysicS
3) An Introduction to Nuclear Physics

4) Conceptl! of Nuclear Physics

5) Basic Nuclear Physics
6) Introduction to Nuclear Physics
1) Introduction to Nuclear Physics

8) Elements of Nuclear Physics

9) Nuclear Physics
10) Nuclear Physics

R.D.Evan5.

D.G.Tayal.

Bhide,Joshi.
B.L.Coben.
B.N.Srivastava.
Herald Enge.
David Halliday.
M.L.Pandya and Yadav.
Irving Kaplan.
Alex E.5.Green.

-'

********#########**********



NORTH MAHARASHTRA

,
I

UNIVERSITY,JALGAON
M.Sc. ( Solid state physics and Crystal growth )

PRY 402 Solid State Physics _ II

( W.e.f. from June,19931
1> Propertie5 c.f.semicondllctor5

I
I

temperature

- .. U!. Peripds

bands,Intrinsic

Absorption

Energy

conducti vity.

prppertles

theory

semiconductors

dependence of minority carriers and Hall effect.

junction,Transistors.

semiconductors, Extrinsic

"Electron and holes, Tbe

If
spectrum, ~ photoconductivity,

photovoltaic effect,junction properties. i,
Ii

Metal , Metal junctions, metal semiconductor junction, HIS structure,P-N,

Optical

2> Structllrf!2!. sem100nductpr ..
"~ elements: Dimond structure, Graphite structure, complex structure,..

Complex

.."a PeriodsOxides.

intermetallic compounds. General properties , III-V compounds,

compounds, Silicon carbide. Sulfides' Wurtzite Iland halite

"Binary sulfides, Complex sulfides Oxides, Binary Oxides,
11
:i

II-VI

types,

3> Luminescence 1
•.-, Excitation and emission,Decay mechanisms, Thallium-activited alkali,

halides, The sulfid~ phosphors, Types of luminescence. .."~ PeriodR
4> Ferr1mAgnetiem

Introduction, The structure of ferrites, The saturation magnetization,,
Elements of Neel"s theory. I ... .3. Periods

5> Principle ut LASKR and MA5KR action'
,..

The nature of spontaneous and stimulated emission, ,-The master cavity,

Pumping in the optical MASER, The two level, Three ~~vel

optical MASER. The ruby optical MASER, The semicond~ctor

and Four level
optical MASER,

The solid state detector,Ruby LASER, Applications of LASER in medicine

,

-'



-.------

and crystallography.
H08ebeBUr effect Instrumentation,Relativity and M05sbeaur effect,

resonance~absorption.
Atomic motion and chemical application. Introduction Recoilles

. e. Period::!

... a Periods

6> RediBti0D damage 1n. solids

Damage by neutron radiation, Irradiation by heavy charged particles,

Irradiation by fast electrons, Irradiation by Ga/lllllarays.

7> PhotQCQpdllctlYitv :

Historical survey, photoconclucting materials, Electronic transition::! in
photoconductora, Absorption and excitation, Trapping and capture,

Recombination, Life time, photoconductivity,capture cross-section,
J

simple model of a photoconductor, Excitation, absorption. excitation

across the gap trapping and it's effects.
RBFERENCES
1. Introduction to solids
2. Solid state physics
3. Introduction to solid state physic!>
4. Tho physics of Engineering solids
5. Solid state physics
6. Fundamentals of solid "tate physics
7. Dislocation
8. Mossbeaur effect
9. Crystal growth and characterization
10. Semiconductor physics
11. Essentials for solar cell
12. Semiconductor physics
13. Introduction to Mossbear effect
14. Semiconductor physics

L.V.Azaroff
A.J .Dekker
C.Kittle
T.S.Hutchison,D.C.Baird
R.L.Singhal
Saxena. Gupta
Hull and Read
G.K.Wertheim
R.Oeda. J.B.Mullin
Shieger
N.P. Singh (New Delhi)
T.S.Hoss
V.G.Bhide
S.M.Zea

-
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I
NORTH MAHARASHTFA UNIVEFSITY,JALGAON

,]M.Sc. ( Solid state physics and Crystal growth)
G "rowth ~ crystal and their characterization

F
PRY 4~3 A ( W.e.f. from June, 1993)

I;
1> Importance Qf growing single crystals and their ~

Thermodynamic principles and crystal growth equilibria.Theory of
crystal growth ,revision, nucleation from solution, melt and vapour.
2> Sol utiQD growth ,_

IGrowth from water solution,growth by Gel method; groHth by Flux,
"Hydrothermal growth ,growth from flux, growth by electrodeposition.

3> GrHth ~ ~ :
Czcharalski crystal pulling techniques,

II
I

Bridgmann-Stockbarget

technique, Zone melting method, Detailed study of growth and silicon

a. Identify classical gravimetric and volumetric

The various methods of vapour growth. (Viz.

properties.

-; ,-,

and germanium single crystals,

4> Vapour growtb :

and growth kinetics,

5> Introduction to liquid crystals,

uses and limitatiolls of each type.

6> Characterization Qf crystals :

b. Major constituents.

'i
I

CVD,Epitaxial grow~h
I

I
their cla~sification.

I
I,

!
analysis.

11

etc.)

C. Minor constituents.
d. Mapping ( Electrical and dielectric properties )..

"
e. X-ray power diffraction techniques. ,I

IIf. Election microscopic techniques ( TEM, SEM ). IJ

g. Etching studies (Chemical etching thermal and hydrothermal etching).
I,

h. Ch~racteri~~tion of orystal surfaces by optical microscopy.,
"
iI

I
,

I
II
Ii

> r.- --



~~- ~

REFERENCES
1. Crystal growth and characterization

2. Crystal growth theory and techniques

3. Short course on solid stat •• p],y. Vol.

4. Art and science of growing crystals

5. Fundamentals of crystal growth

6. Dislocations

R.Ueda, J.B.Mulling
Ed. C.H.L.Goodman
Vol.I Ed.F.C.Auluk
J.J .Gillman

Dr. Franz A.Rosenberg
Hull and Read
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NORTH MAHARASHTRA ONIVERSITY,JALGAON
'rM.Sc. ( PHYSICS) PRY 403 (B) f)

Microp.l'oceSSor

-.:-~-~

( W.e.f. from June, 1993)

1> Introduction tQ Microcomputor ;

Memories, Microprocessor (C.P.U.), I/O devices,

Ii
,!
j
I,

L: ( 2.Lectures)
2> Memory dey1ces :

A) Biportar, Unipolar memeries, Random access

momon' ( RotJ, PROM, EFRON. )

B) Study ofmemory Cllips ; 2174,2716

3> Architecture Q.;( !l.Ii:!..Bli:

Detail block diagram with pin configuration
4> Instruction ~ Q.;( !l.Ii:!..Bli

A) i) Instruction types

ii) Classification of instruction
Iii) Addressing modes

,
.,

memory

'!
jl
,I

't
.J,
I

( RAM) Read only

( 2.Lectures)

( a Lectyres)

iv) Instruction set of 8085.
J

B) Programming- simple programs use of subroutine ( 1.2.Lectyres)

.'

5> Interfacing memory nnd. lLQ devices :
IntrodQction

i) Address 5pace partitioning, address deceding
ii) Momory Interfacing

iii) Lata transfer schemes ..... ,"

I
I
i
d,

I
.1

a) Programmed date transfer,
Synchronous transfer, Asynchronoces transfer, Interrupt

driven data transfer, Illtrurrupts in 8085. ,
b) Direct memory access data transfer; DMA transfer in an 8085

bassed system

6> Stqdy ci interfacing deVices :
;1
'I

( .s. Lectures)

I,
.-~~~~~'

( 1LectuMS)

,
( IC 8253) with programming,

display controller[J ( IC 8279)

'I

I
'IJl---- ---------

i) Programmatice peripheral interface ( Ie 8255) I
ii) Programmable interval timer

iii) Keyboard ontroller and

-------



-
•

( 2..::.Lectures)

Inturrupts, study
( 2. Lecture;:!)

- A.PMathur (TMG)

7> Inturrupts ;

Need of Inturrupts; study of hal"dware and software

of Inturrups controller (Ie 6259)

8> Introdu~tion to 8~86, 80386 and 80288 in brief
REFBRENCES :

1) Microprocessor Fundamentals ( Schaum's series)

- Rogel' L. Kokhein ( /'l.G.H.)

2) Introduction to Microprocesser Softwar, hardware, programming by
- L.A.Leventllal ( M.G.H.)

3) 8080/8085 Assembly language programming

- L.A. Leventhal ( H.G.H.)

4) Microprocessor Architecture .Programming and application
Ramesh Goankar ( WEI. Bombay.)

5) tiCS 65 Users manual Inter Corp. USA.

6) Introduction to microprocesser
( "l r:d. Kd....l

7) Introduction to micorprocessor

( ~ 1. Ii Z. ) Adam 03born (MGH)

8) Data manual for Microprocessorfamily Intel Corpusa
9) Introductionto micorproces'~or Khambate
10) Microprocessorand its applications B.Ram

0"
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NORTH MAHARASTRA UNIVERSITY, JALGAON
:!

FllY 403 (C)
M.Sc(PHYSICS) (W.e.!. from June, 1993)

Ij
"N!JMERII":AI,METHODS A.lillCOMPUTER PRQGRAMMUIG
II,
:i

1,COMPUTER PROGRAMMING:
A) FORTRAN-77: Charector set Constants ,Variables. Expressions
(Arithmatics, Relational and Logical), Assignment li:statements, Input
statement, output statement, control statements( GO TO, If, DO Loops)

L 1.2.periods)
IrB) Subprogra~e : -FUNCTION, SUBROUTINE Subprogram, Common statemet
IJ

equivalanic statemt. i 1 periods,)
2, NQM~RICAI, METHODS l.liFORTRAN:
In the following topic on numerical

,
rmethods, students' are expected to be

able to I.'write programs, subprogrsIDs or programs segments as well
ondcalculatorscalculationsnllmericalperform "using electronics

I'
iIa)Inerative methods for solution of Algebric equations-

mathematical tables,

Derivation of formula for successive Bisection,
Regula false and their comparison.

Newton Rapson
II f periods)

method

b) Integration - Traperoidal, simpson 1/3, Simpson 3/8 Rules DErivation
and Applications.
c) Interpolation:-Linear interpolation, Langrages

,
I'!Interpolation.
,

i.,i periods)
d) Solution of Simulataneous equation
pivoting all conditioned equations in Guass-Seidal

Elimination method,
Iterative method.
,i
i 5. periQds)

REFBRBNCB BOOK;
l,Programrning with FORTIlAN - Lipsehutz
2. Computer Programming in FQIlTIlAN-11
,. Computer programming in FORTRAN-77

•• Computer prograroming in FORTRAN-77

I(Seaum series,Me Graw Hill pub)
Davis .

IRamkumar
v. Rajaraman

5. Computer oriented numerical methos
6. Introductory methods of Numerical

Analysis

V. Rajaraman,,
: 5_5. Sastry.

*********###########************* •

•
_._~ --'- .,.. ---_._---- >
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NORTH MAHARASHTRA ONIVERSITY,JALGAON
M.Sc.( Solid state phYsics ) I

I
expcr1 mentl'l ( W, e. 1'. from June, 1993)

Magnetism:

.5.J<1....L..a.b ::. 2. PHY 404 II
( 15 Experiments :- 3 Hourg duratiQD e&::h )

I
1> To study variation of capacitance and pOller

in ferroelectric sample. (Barrium titanate)

I
factor IIi th," ,

III
temperature

2> To study variation of de channel .resistance of a field effect
trans15tor (BFW10) ••.1th external magnetic field. [j
3> To determine the paramagnetic molar susceptibility and hence,
magnetic moment and number of unpaired electronics in pottassium
ferricyanide K Fe (eN) by Guoy method.

S 6
4> To study variation of 5uceptibility of a
temperature.

,
"Ir
",
magnetic

'I
slat with

5) To study Faraday effect and to determine Vardet's constant of a

3> To determine

magnetic material.
Electrical properties

I
,I
"I!

1> To determine electrical conductivity of a semiconducting
"2> To determine energy gap of a semieonductillg speeiman.
,I

energy gap in the band structure of ,Indian

material.

Antimonide
•

!hill. f lJillS ,

deposition technique.

from the given IR spectrum.

4> To study characteristics of INTC and PTC materials by varying their
"temperature and to determine temperature co-efficient of resistance.

II
1> To prepare cadmium sulphide photosensitive thinfilm by chemical bath

I
2> To determine step hight on mica-cleavage by multiple beam

flashsemiconductingoffilmsthinprepare

probe method.

technique and to study their photoconductivity.

materials by

"technique and to measure resistivity by two probel four

I,
4) To prepare thin films of photosensitive materials~by solution growth

;1

"I'I
I;

3> To

interferometry.

evaporation

-- l -- ~-



~--------

Ha.ll. mea:mrement ; ( E..!:u.:semjcondyctor::! )

•

To measure Hall co-efficient, the number of charge carriers per unit

volume and the carrier mobility in P-type and !'I-type semiconducting

samples and compare the results.
Sypercondllctor3 :

To study theorotical aspects and preparation of superconductors.
l&R temperatllTe :

Effect of change in temperature down to liquid nitrogen temperature
upon the break down potential of a voltage reference diede.

•

)
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NOR T H M A H A R ASH T R A U N T VEt ~ .! T X.

J A L ~ ~ 0 N _ 425 O~

M.S~. (MATHEMATICS)
(Part II)

SYLLABUS FROM JUNE,1993
I'coURSES FOR SEMESTER III and IV

".
SEME3TER --.!!.L "

.,
'.

COmpulSOry Courses.

MT J 301 Functional Analysis.
MT I 302

HT I 303

Field Theory.

Fluid Mechanics.
MT I 304 Commutative IAlgebra.

,
,

Graph Theory.

Mathematical MOdelling.

I
I',I,

Solid Mechanics.

Real and Complex Analysis.

Advanced funceional Analysis.

Algebraic Topology.
i

) I"~,Optio!!..'!..L..£~urs_e_'__ {liny one

MT • 305

MT • 306

SEMESTER _ IV---
compulsory Courses.

MT • 401

MT • 402;..•...
,

M' • 403

MT • 404

MI I 405
MT I 406

Algebraic Geometry. ,,
Number Theory.

-x-x-x-x-x_x_x_x_x_

dhs./- ,

------ .. •
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NORTH 14AHARASHTAA UNIVTI:RSITY, JALGhON

M.Sc. II (MATHEMATIC) SYLLAEU~_JFron:!. June. ).993)

-.•--

,.•.••

MT 301 1- FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

1. BANACH SPACES :- Definition end examples. Construction of
new normed linear spaces. Convexity of the unit sphere of
a nermed linear spaces. Linear transformations. Finite

•limensional normed Linear spaces. The Hahn-Banach (Spaces)
theorem. The natural imbedding. The open mapptng theorem.
~he closed graph theorem. Banach-Steinhauss theorem.

2. HILBERT SPACES 1- Definition and examples. Schwarz's
"inequality. Projection theorem. Orthogonal Sets. Bessel's

inequality. Parsavel identity. Gram_Schmidt orthogonaliza_
•tioD process. The conjugate space, Operators and their

adjoints on a Hilbert space. Self-adjoint operators. Normal
•and unitory operators. projection operators.,

3. Finite ,dimensional spectral theory, the spectral theorem.,
Pre~c:ribed Book l- I
1) G.F.Simmons : IntroductiOn to topology and Modenn

Analysis. (McGraw _ Hill book company)

RECOMMENDED BOOKS l

1. B.V. Limaye l- Functional Analysis (Wiley-Eastern)
2. Lusternik, L.A. l_ Elements or functional Analysis

and Sobolev V.J. Hindustan Publishing Corporation
(Friedrick Ungart)

3. Fried man A l- Foundations of Modern Analysis.
(Holt Reinhart, Winston)

4. Bachman G. and Narici L. l_ Functional Analysis

-X-X-x-x-x_

s.

6.

(Academic Press).
Berberian S.K. t_ Functional Analysis and Operator Theory,.

(Springer) I;.
Brown A.L. l_ Elements of Functional Analysis.

(Van Nostrandlli,
I
II
~~

1

• _ ... -_ .--~----~
_._____ _ _.1=- _---- --
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cont •• 2

MT 302 1_ LIELD THEORY

Algebraic extensions, Spliting
Separabls.and Inseparable extensions.
Perfect fields finite fields.

----- --.---

field, Algebraic closure.
Normal extensions,

Galois extensions.
Solvability by radicals.
centental base.

prescribed Book

Fundamental theorem. Roots of Unity
Transcrendental extensions. Trans_

1. N.S. Gopalkrishnan 1- University Algebra (Wiley-Eastern).

RECOMMENDED BOOKS

1. N.Jacobson 1- Basic Algebra Vol.!
(Hindustan Publishing Corporation).

2. M.Nagata J_ Theory of fields (Marcel-Dekker).

-X-X-X-X-x-x_x_x_

NT 3Q2. 1- FLUID MECHANICS

1. Inviscid Fluid, Stream Lines, Path Lines and stream tubes,
Dens! ty,
theorem.

Pressure, Hydrodynamic pressure,
Lagrangian and Eulerian methos.

ee~ulli's

2. Vorticity, Circulation, Irrotational motion, Equation
of Continuity, Rate of change of Linear momentum, Euler's
Dynamical equations. Boundary Conditions~ Velocity
potential, pressure equation. Impulsive motion, Acyclic
and cyclic irrotational motion, Kinetic energy. of an
in£ini8 mass o£ liquid.

3. Motion in two dimensions, stream function, Rankine's method.
complex potential, Complex Velocity Stagnation point, the
Circle theorem, Streaming motion past a sphere, cavitation,
Flows past a moving sphere, Blasius theorem.

4. Circulation about a cylinder, Aera£oil, theorem of Kutta and
Jaukowski, Two dimensional sources and sinks. Combination
of sources ann streams. Doublets. The method of images.
Images system for a source outside a Circular cylinder.

S. Axisymmetrical flui~ motion, Stoke's stream function.
Stoke's Viscosity law. Navier _ stoke's equations,
Reynold's number,

cont •• 3

,
'::-.',,
",

-
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cont .• 3

RECOMMENDED BOOK I----~--
Theoretical Hydrodynamics

Fluid Dynamics 1- Roy
(S.Chand and Compo

1- L.M. Milne-Thomson
(Mac Millan Publishing Company)

Ii
Singhania and Grewal
NewD~lhi).

l~dvanced1.

,.t

-X-X-X-X_x_x_x_

MT 304 1- Commutative Algebra

Revision of fundamental concepts in
Nil radical, Jacobson radical, Operations
Lemma Extensions and contraction.

'!

li
,:

Rings and Modules.
on ideals Nakayami

product of modules, Exactne~s
Rings and modules of fractions.,
contracted ideals in ring of

Exact sequences, Tensor
properties of tensor product.

Local properties. Extended and
fractions.

Integral dependence, The going up theorem.
closed integral domains, The going down theorem.
ring.

Integrally
Valuation

primary decomposition in ~oetherian rings, Artin rings.
Discrete v~luation ring ~nd Dedekind

RECOMMENDED BOOKS

~1
domains.

tl
'. Introduction to commutative Algebra

by Atiyah M.F. and I.G. Mac Donald.

Commutative Algebra by N.S. Gopalkrishnan.

I
I
I

MT 305 1- Graph Theory

-x-x-x-x-x-x--x_x_

Graphs, Degree sequences.
SUbgraphs, Induced sUbgraphs, Complement
Ramsey nubers, Union and sum of graphs.
disconnected graphs, product of graphs,

•

•Line graphs.
J:

cycle (circuit), connoctivity,
forms), Halls Marriage problem,

1 cont ••4

Walks, Path, trail, and
Menger's Theorem {Both

!J
""Ir
I,

Graphs, Adjacency and Incidence, Complete "graph, Regular
graph, Bipartite Graph, Isomorphism of Graphs, Matrices &

i
Iof a graph. The
Connected and

3)

2)

1)

--
I

Jl------_."



cuot •• 4

Blocks, Weighted graph, Srurtest p~th algorithm.

4. Trees, Centres, Spanning trees, Fundamental cycle
Fundamental cu~set. L~elled trees, spanning tree algorithm.

5. Eulerian graph, Chinese
The Travelling salesman

postman Problem, Hamiltonian graph.
problem.

6. Planarity and Coloring, Coluouring of planar graphs, The
Four colour Theorem, Chromatic polynomials.

7. Directed graphs, Connected digraph, Directdd trees,
Eulerian digraph, Tournaments, Flows & Neuworks. Max-flow
Min-cut theorem.

PRESCRIBED BOOK :

1. N.S. Bhave &

T.T. Raghunathan

RECOMMENDED BOOKS :

I Elements of Gl:"aphTheory
Gaaj Prilkashan,

1. Nal:"singhDeo

2. Frank Harary

: Graph Theory with applications to
engineering and Computer Science

(Prentice Hall of India.)
: Graph Theory
Narosa Publishing House,

,

-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-

MT 306 ~YrHEtl~TICAL MODELLIN~ 1

1. Mathematical MOdelling 1- Need, Technique, Classification
and Simple illustrations, Mathematical modelling through
geometry, algebra, trignometry and calculus. Limitations
of Mathematical modelling.

2. Mathematical Modelling through ordinary differential
equations, Linear and non-linear growth and decay models.
Compartment models. Mathematical modelling in Dynamics
and geometric problems.

3. Mathematical modelling through systems of ordinary differential
equations of the first order, Mathematicdl modelling in
population, dynamic epidemics, Compartment models in economics
medicine, battles, international trade dynamics.

4. Mathematical Modelling through partial differential equations,
Model for traffic flow on a highway, Mathematical modelling
in terms of wave equation.

cont ••5
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~~~~ribedBOOKS

Complex Measures :

cont •• 5

Ltd.

;
I
II

J.N. Kappor,
Hiley Estern,

I,
I

If
ANALY~REAL AND COMPLEX

Mathematical MOdelling

•

,.

/>IT401

•

Total Variation, .'lbsolute Continuity, Lebe~'gue decomposition
theorem. Randon_Nikodym theorem and it~ consequences, Hahn
decompo~ition theorem. Bounded linear functions on LP,

2. (Knowledge of elementary prop~rties of holomorphic
"functions to be a~sumedJ. Poisson Integral. Harnack's

Schwarz reflection principle.
theorem. Harmonic function.

Normal families. Riemann
Univalent functions.

3.

4.

Statement of Schwarz's lemma and study of its consequences.
Phragmen Lindel of theorem. nausdorff_ Young theorem.

'INapping t-lleorem,ThG fmnily of
. I!

Weierstr2ss Factorization theorem. Mittag~Leffler theorem.
Jensen's formul~. Muntz_Sz~sz theorem.
Cstroswski theorem. H~dama~d theorem.
picard's theorem.

Natural boundary.
Monodromy theorem.

",
pr~scribed Books Id,

1. W.Rudin - Real and Complex Analysis (Tata McGraw Hill)
2. J.B. Conway I Functions of one complex variable

RECOMMENDED BOOKS

Complex Analysis

,

2.

L. V.

R.A.

,
Ahlfors

Silverma.n

(Springer - Verlag Graduate Teet)

Ii,
(McGrC:w Hill)

II
l- Complex Analysis (Houghton, Aifflen Co.)

Ii,,-x-x-x-x-x-x_x_x_x_x_x_

MT 40...l
II,
I1. TVS, 5~paration properties, Linear mapping~, finite

dimensional spaces, mctrization, Boundedness and Con~inaty,
Seminorms and local convexity, quotient spaces. Weak

,j
,
II
1\,
I

comt ••6

. - _c;,.,- _



cant ••6

5.

topologies, Weak c~nvergence, Reflexive Banach Spaces,
compact convex sets.

2. Fixed p~int theorems & their applications. Banach contrac.
tion principle and its generalization, Schauder's fi~d
point theoreffi,Application of Banach Contraction Principle.
Browner's fixed pt. them.

3. Strickly convex Normed linear space, Uniformly convex space,
Best approximation, Approximation, Approximately Compact
sets, proximinal set, Boundedly compact sets, Normal
structure, Weakly compact sets, Best simultaneous appro-
ximation.

4. Banach Algebras 1_ Preliminaries, InvertiDility in Banach
algebra with unity, Resolvent and spectrum, GelfiJnd
representation theorem,
•C _ Algebras 1_ Preliminaries, Commutative C* _ algebra,

Gelfand Naimary representation theorems.

PRESCRJ;BJ"nBOOKS

1. W. Radin 1- Functional Analysis (Tata McGraw Hill)
2. G.F. Simmons ;- Introduction to topology & Modern

Analysis (McGraw_Hill book Company)

RECOMMENDED BOOKS

1. A.H. Siddiqi ;- Functional Analysis with applications
(Tata-McGraw Hill)

2. Gottfried Kothe ;- Topolagical Veater spaces-I
(Springer Verlag)

3. A.R. Robertson and l- Topological vecter spaces
W.J. Robertson (Cambridge University Press)

4. S.K. Berberian 1_ Functional Analysis and operater
Theory (Springer).

-x-x-x-x-x-x-x_x_

cont ••7
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cont •• ?

,I

1. Str8$S, Complemontary property of sheer, EqUations of
equilibrium, strain components, Compatibility.

"2. One dimensional
Hooke' 5 law for

stress distribution,
isotropic materials.

.Three dimensional
•"1,

3. Stress Variations for plane stress,
and principal axes, Mohr's Circle.
strain, properties.

principal stresses
"Equations for plane
ii

4. Sheer Force, Axial force and Bending moment formulation
of sheer and Bending moment equations, Differential,
equations for equilibrium. 1\

5. pure Bending of Symmetric beems, Normal;stress, Sheer
stress in transverselly loaded beams, stress con~ations ~~
for bending. :1

6. Deffection of, Syrrnnetric beems,
beems. superpositions methods.

statically indeterminate
I,

7. Three dimensiona~ formulation for stresses, Tensor
invariants, Tensor not~tion, Equations for strain and
properties.

REFERENCE BOOKS

1. Solid Mechanics :- S.A.M. Kazimi

•

Tate McGraw Hi.ll Company.

RECOMMENDED BOOKS

-x-x-x-x-x-x-x

1. Introduction to solid Mechanics 1_ Irving H.Shames,
(Prentice 'Hall of India
Pvt. Ltd.' New De1hi.~11eOO),,

-I

Simplicial
Euler_

and related results.

~04 (ALGEBRAIC TOPOLCGY) ::'"
Ii

Geometric Complexes_ Po~yhedra, orie~tation
homology of polyhedra, Examples of homology groups,,
Poincare formula, Pseudomanifolds, Homology of S •,

Simplicial appOximation, Brouwer's fixed point theorem
If

groups,~covering
for 3' ,

Homology
Relation

of maps, Fundamental
betweeA first homology and

homotopy
fundamental group

I,
cont ••S
I,
II,
,b-__

"" - ---
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cont .• 8

1. F.R.Croom : BRgie Concept of Algebraic Topology
(Springe.:- uncer graduate Text).

RECOMMENDED BOOK :

1. Mayer J. :-

2. I.M.Singer and

3. E.H.Spanier 1-

_A:gebraic Topology (Prentice_Hall).
J.A. Thorpe :- Lecture Notes on

elementary topology and differentia!
geometry (Springer Verlag).

Algebraic Topology
(Tate McGraw Hill).

_x_x_x_x_x_x_x_x_x_

MT I 405 ALGEBR~IC GEOMETRY

Affine space, Affine algebraic sets, Irreducible components
fo an algebraic set. Hilbert Nullstellensatz, Affine variety
coordinate ring, polynomial maps, Rational functions.

~ffine plane 'curves, multiple points and tangent lines.
Intersection number.

Projective space, projective algebraic set, Projective
variety,

projective plane curve, Bezcout's Theorem, Max Noether's
fundamental theorem and its applications.

RECOMMENDED BOOK
1) Algebraic Courves 1- As intrOduction to Algebraic

Geometry.
By Willaim Fulton.

2) Algebraic Geometry by Hartshorne.

-x-x-x_x_x_x_

MT 406 NUMB8R THEORY

I
;

1,

"

Revision :~ Divisibility, g.c.d., l.e.m., prime numbers, I
The fundamental theorem of aritr~ctic, The Euclidean algor
The g.o.d. of more than two numbers. /

Arithmetic function dnd Direchl~t multiplication. The M~
function It-: (x) The Euler function <\:{x). The Dirl

cont •• 9 I



,.- "' .••.....--~--,
.'''{-''"7:t cont ••9, I Product of Hrithmetic functions, Dirichlet inversElS and the

Mobius inversion formula. The Mangoldt function 1\ (n),
Multiplicative functions, Multiplicative functions ~ ld

,1 Dirichlet multipliCation, The inverse of a completely
, multiplicative function, Liouvi] 1" I S function ?- (n),

/ The divisor function ("(n), GGneralized convolutions.

I

• Congruences: Congruences, Residue classes and complete
residue systems. Linear congruences, Reduced residue
systems end Euler Fermat theorem, Pol~omial congruences
modulop, Lagrange's theorem and its applications. The
chinese remainder theorem and its applications, POlynomial
congruences with prime power moduli.

4. Quadratic Residues ~d Quadratic Reciprocity law 1_ -
f-t.

\
•

5.

Quadratic residues, .Legendre's symbol and its properties,1 . 2
Evaluation of (~nnd (p) Gauss lemma, The quadrAtic

reciprocity law aZlo its <1pplici'ltions,Too Jacobi symbol.

Primitive Roots =- The exponent of a n~~er mOdulom
primitive roots, Primltive roots and reduced residue
systems, The nOn existence of primitive roots and mod
2
n

for ~ > 3. The existence of Primitive roots mod p,
C1ndVp2n for -add primes p and n 'z:..1. The non-existence of
primitive roots in the rmnaining cases. The number of
primitive roots mod m. The primitive roots C1nd quadratic
residues. The Index calculus.

,
•

PRESCRIB~EOOKS :
1. T.M. Apostol :- Introduction to

(SpriZlger International student
Analytic
Edi tion)

Number Theory
•

RECO~NDED BOOKS

1. Ivan Niven and
H.S.Zuckerman

1_ ,<0 Introduction to the
numbers (Wiley Eastern

Edition) •

~ ..:?.'" .
theory ol'•••.
university'" -

•

_x_x_x_x_x_

C\bs./-
,
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